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RADAR / SCENE

SHOW 
TIME
A LOOK AT SOME OF THE CAPTIVATING 
SPACES DREAMED UP FOR THE 2015 
DENVER DESIGNER SHOW HOUSE. 
PHOTOGRAPHY BY EMILY MINTON REDFIELD

⊳  DINING ROOM

“The secret to designing with 
neutrals is layering textures 
and finishes. This space mixes 
leather, hair-on-hide, silk and 
wool, and bronze and woods 
with high polish and low sheens.”

-MIKHAIL OCAMPO DANTES 
D+D INTERIORS

▼  LIVING ROOM

“When designing with color, I go 
one of two ways: Either complete 
saturation of one tone with pops 
of a complementary hue or a 
neutral room, as this one is, with 
easily changeable additions 
of color, such as with pillows, 
throws and accessories.”

-CAROLYN MORRIS 
ALVAREZ MORRIS ARCHITECTURAL STUDIO 

▲  BASEMENT  
REC ROOM

“This room would 
not work without the 
bright watercolor 
pillows and the 
contemporary art 
included throughout. 
They add the finishing 
touches and pull all of 
the colors together. 
I like to be bold 
and have fun when 
designing with color.”

-NADIA WATTS 
NADIA WATTS INTERIOR DESIGN

A select group of talented tastemakers came together to 
appoint not one, but two Cherry Creek residences as part 
of the 2015 Denver Designer Show House. Mirror images 
of each other, the side-by-side, four-story townhomes 
presented an intriguing opportunity: The designers were 
tasked with working within a colorful palette in one home 
and sticking to neutral hues in the other. In both cases, 
the results were striking, original and, above all, inspiring. 

⊳ BASEMENT BEDROOM

“In the past, I haven’t used a 
lot of bold, graphic wallpaper. 
However, after observing 
emerging trends this year while 
in Paris, New York and Atlanta, I 
noticed fresh, new florals being 
used in such a clean and modern 
way that I was inspired to try 
something new!”

-TERESA DAVIS 
POST 31 INTERIORS

dining room: Artwork: Ben Strawn from Walker Fine Art. Hellman-Chang Table, Light by Jiun Ho Floor Lamp and Pendant, Louis Kazan Chairs: Town. Rug: Shaver-Ramsey. living room: Bright Chair Company 
Sofa and Chair, Winsand Design Coffee Table: Town. Drawing: Ian Fisher through Ann Benson Reidy. Photograph: Chi Peng from Robischon Gallery. Rug: Shaver-Ramsey. basement bedroom: Arteriors Lamps, 
Nightstands: Post 31 Interiors at Shops at 9th Avenue. Bed: Rustic Trades. Wallpaper: Ellie Cashman Design. basement rec room: Artwork: Dale Chisman (center) and Katy Stone from Robischon Gallery. Chair 
Fabric: Ralph Lauren Home. Chairs and Sofa: Kravet. Cisco Brothers Poufs, Coffee Table, Feizy Rug: C.A.I. Designs. Pillows: Lulu & Georgia.


